
Archaeological site:

The ruins include the hilltop Chankillo fort, the nearby Thirteen Towers solar 
observatory, and residential and gathering areas. The Thirteen Towers have 
been interpreted as an astronomical observatory built in the 4th century BC. As 
of 2008, the culture that produced Chankillo is unnamed.

Chankillo is an ancient monumental complex in the Peruvian coastal desert, 
found in the Casma-Sechin Oasis in the Ancash Department of Peru. The ruins 
include the hilltop Chankillo fort, the nearby Thirteen Towers solar observatory, 
and residential and gathering areas. The Thirteen Towers have been interpreted 
as an astronomical observatory built in the 4th century BC. As of 2008, the 
culture that produced Chankillo is unnamed.

The site covers about four square kilometres (1.5 square miles) and has been 
interpreted as a fortified temple.

The Thirteen Towers solar observatory:

The regularly-spaced thirteen towers of Chankillo were constructed atop the 
ridge of a low hill running near north to south and are, forming a “toothed” 
horizon with narrow gaps at regular intervals. To the east and west investigators 
designated two possible observation points. From these vantages, the 300m 
long spread of the towers along the horizon corresponds very closely to 
the rising and setting positions of the Sun over the year, albeit they are not 
all visible. This suggests that some activities of the ancient civilization were 
regulated by a solar calendar.

The towers had been known to travelers for centuries, but the astronomical function 
of the towers was first hypothesized in 2007 by Iván Ghezzi and Clive Ruggles 
 

Any further information you wish to obtain such as pictures of high resolution you 
can contact us. Contact person for expeditions within Peru and guided tours in 4x4 
expeditions please write to us under: mharbaum@mac.com / mharbaum@domiruth.
com. Information on tours are available in following web sites: domiruthperutravel.com 
/ peru4x4adventures.com
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